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Executive Summary 

This paper discusses the merits of introducing a new segment of investment managers in Malaysia, hedge 
funds. The authors define hedge funds as boutique fund management companies that solely provide 
investment management services that generate absolute returns. The authors are proponents to the 
introduction of hedge funds to solve the following identified issues apparent in the Malaysian asset 
management industry: 
 

1. Limited Innovation: The lack of innovation and high fees charged by the incumbents of an 
oligopolistic market with high entry barriers are resulting in the Malaysian investor looking 
elsewhere for strong returns and low risk. 
 

2. Outflow of Assets Under Management (“AUM”): As a consequence of uncompelling 
investment options, investors are diverting their capital elsewhere. In search of higher yielding 
returns, investors are (i) deploying capital into debt-fuelled and increasingly speculative property; 
(ii) investing in unregulated and often fraudulent investment schemes; or (iii) moving their capital 
to countries with better access to strong performing investments, such as Singapore and Hong 
Kong. 
 

3. Outflow of Quality Talent Leading to Structural Uncompetitiveness: Due to the plain 
vanilla strategies available, low wages and high levels of bureaucracy, high performing 
professionals are (i) leaving Malaysia in favour of countries with a more sophisticated industry; 
(ii) leaving the industry to pursue more entrepreneurial careers; or (iii) moving into sales roles 
such as private banking or real estate agents. 

 
The introduction of boutique hedge funds will help combat this dire situation. Some of the benefits 
identified are as follows: 
 

1. Increase in Financial Innovation: Hedge funds globally have differentiated themselves 
through innovative investment ideas, service levels and pricing structures to ultimately deliver 
superior net (after fees) returns to the investor. As hedge funds disrupt the status quo, incumbents 
will have little choice but to provide innovative solutions themselves to maintain their market 
position, resulting in a net benefit for the industry as a whole. 
 

2. Growth of AUM through the Middle Class: As hedge fund managers deliver superior net 
performance, investors, particularly the middle class will rethink their investment strategy and 
redirect their capital from highly speculative property investments and unregulated schemes to 
these strong performing hedge funds. It will also reduce capital outflows from Malaysia.  
 

3. Growth of AUM through Institutions: As Malaysian hedge funds perform, global institutions 
will start to invest in this new segment as opposed to investing in hedge funds in other countries. 
 

4. Malaysia as the Asset Management Hub of South East Asia: As more hedge funds establish 
themselves in Malaysia, global service providers will set up operations in Malaysia to service the 
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hedge fund market. This will lead to a vibrant asset management industry with a comprehensive 
suite of services made available for all stakeholders, positioning Malaysia to better compete with 
Singapore to be the asset management hub of the region.  

 

To conclude, introducing a multi-tier licensing system to allow hedge funds to enter the industry is 
expected to bring many benefits to the Malaysian asset management industry and the Malaysian investor.  
 
Next Steps: To introduce the hedge fund market to Malaysia, the following initiatives are proposed: 
 

1. Determine the regulatory, compliance and operational requirements for hedge funds to obtain a 
restricted funds management license in Malaysia, including (lower) minimum equity base 
requirements, minimum compliance standards and headcount; 
 

2. Determine the type of investors (e.g. sophisticated investors) that are eligible to invest in hedge 
funds and how they are defined (e.g. asset test, income test); and 
 

3. Develop a framework to monitor hedge funds’ ongoing operations (e.g. ensure hedge funds are 
adequately capitalised, proper internal controls are in place, marketing efforts follow regulatory 
guidelines). 

 
The points discussed above serve as a starting point. To ensure proper decisions and direction are provided 
throughout the implementation of the initiatives proposed above, a steering committee may be formed to facilitate 
the process. The authors express their commitment to the introduction and development of the hedge fund market, 
and express their willingness to be a part of such a committee. 
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Introduction 
The Malaysian asset management industry has reached a mature state, with minimal growth derived 
through innovation. Compared to its peers in other parts of the world, Malaysia’s investment offering is 
unattractive with minimal product differentiation, suboptimal investment returns, and high fees. As a 
result, investors are seeking better alternatives elsewhere, consequentially leading to a loss of Assets 
Under Management (“AUM”) and resulting in global service providers such as the prime brokers, 
custodians and fund administrators establishing offices and headcount outside of Malaysia. To combat 
this dire situation, innovation and competition needs to be introduced.  
 
This paper aims to generate discussion on the merits of creating a new segment of investment managers 
within Malaysia’s asset management industry – hedge funds – to spark innovation within the industry. 
This paper firstly discusses some of the key issues currently faced by the nation’s asset management 
industry, and the consequences arising as a result. This paper then discusses how the introduction of the 
hedge fund market would help the nation address these issues and in turn, grow the asset management 
industry to become a vibrant and innovative regional hub. 
 

Issue 1: Limited Choices of Fund Managers 
Situation 
The Malaysian asset management market is an oligopolistic market, with banks and insurance companies 
accounting for 93% of investment offerings available to the investor public. Each of these large financial 
institutions tend to offer a wide array of products (there are 836 reported funds in Malaysia totalling 
RM633 billion in AUM)), ranging from Malaysia growth funds to Malaysia diversified yield funds. 
However, when given a closer look, these institutions more or less offer the same suite of products, 
resulting in a high degree of duplication with minimal differentiation in terms of investment strategies, 
leaving investors with limited investment options. For example, all of the providers offer Malaysia large 
cap equity funds, which all tend to invest in the same companies and implement relatively similar 
investment strategies. 
 

 
 
 
 

Fund Management Market Share in Malaysia 
(% Market Share, RM billion, Jan 2015) 

Source: Bloomberg 
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Consequences 

High Fees 
Due to the oligopolistic nature of the market, incumbents are able to maintain their respective market 
share and comfortably charge high fees to the end user. As entry barriers are high and competition is 
limited, there is little to prevent incumbents from taking most of the value in the form of fees charged, 
at the expense of the end user. As illustrated in the following charts, investors are charged nearly 9%, 3% 
and 1% p.a. of invested capital in fees for the first year for equity, fixed income and money market (i.e. 
cash) investment products respectively; and nearly 3%, 2% and 1% p.a. of invested capital thereafter. 
The high fees charged result in poor net (after fee) returns to the investor, who should ultimately benefit 
the most given their hard-earned money being invested. Indeed, the average returns for equity, fixed 
income and money market investments are average at best, returning about 7%, 4% and 3% p.a. over 
the long term respectively. Taking into account fees charged, the average equity, fixed income and money 
market investments return a dismal 4%, 3% and 2% p.a. after fees (excluding the first year sales fee) 
respectively. 
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Plain Vanilla Strategies with Limited Innovation 

A longer term and perhaps more alarming concern is the lack of innovative offerings in the market. As 
shown in the diagram below, over 90% of funds in Malaysia are in conventional equity, fixed income or 
money market investment strategies, the majority of which are invested in Malaysian securities. As 
incumbents sit fairly comfortably with their existing share of the market, there is no obvious need for 
them to offer anything more than average quality products. Local players tend to adopt a “me-too” 
strategy and are not first movers compared to their foreign counterparts. They typically “follow-the-
herd”, applying the same concepts and strategies that others are already implementing, and are not 
exploring alternative ways of investing – most apply the same concept to value a company, or follow what 
other fund managers are buying or selling.  
 

 
Further, existing providers are not compelled to find new areas to invest in. Compare this to the US for 
example, where investment managers are finding value in new asset classes such as global bank loans, 
infrastructure credit, and fund of funds. At present, there is not even a strong performing global equity 
investment manager available in Malaysia, an offering that has been made available in the US for decades. 
Any “innovation” in Malaysia is limited to minor tweaks to existing offerings and repackaging of existing 
products (e.g. the introduction of small cap funds which still invest a large proportion of their capital in 
large cap stocks, repackaging of equity unit trusts into structured and insurance-linked products). As 
shown below, while it appears that new funds are being introduced each year, a large proportion of these 
are recycled funds i.e. funds that were previously closed to the public due mainly to poor performance, 
and re-opened with a different fund name with minimal changes to the investment team or strategy. Note 
that the recycling of funds results in survivorship bias, which artificially inflates performance.  

Fund Management Strategies in Malaysia 
(RM billion, Oct 2014) 

Source: Securities Commission 
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Issue 2: Limited Low Risk and Strong Performing Investments 
Situation 

There are very few attractive investments in Malaysia that have produced reasonable investment returns 
with low risk over the long term. As shown in the first chart below, nearly 75% of Malaysian equity funds 
return a poor or at best, average performance before fees. While there are funds that have performed 
reasonably in the short term (about 26% of funds returned more than 10% before fees), these funds lack 
consistency, often performing poorly in the subsequent years (66% of equity funds that performed well 
in the previous 5 years performed poorly in the subsequent year). It should be noted that the performance 
figures are inflated due to survivorship bias, and that the results would be even worse if recycled funds 
were taken out of the sample. 
 

 

Consequences 

Fuelling of Property Bubble 

As a result of the unpredictable (and often poor) returns offered, Malaysian consumers tend to put their 
savings in property. While allocating a portion of one’s savings to property is by no means a bad 
investment, taking high amounts of debt and putting all of one’s entire savings to acquire property is 
dangerous. As more and more investors seek high returns in property by leveraging up, more and more 
speculative investments are made, which historically has led to property bubbles and the eventual crash 
thereof. This is particularly evident in recent times, as easy credit offered by the Malaysian banks and 
“no-interest” schemes introduced by property developers have spurred investors to pour money into real 
estate, bidding up asset prices to levels much higher than their actual value. 
 
Proliferation of Unregulated Investment Schemes 

Another area that has attracted capital as a result of mediocre investment offerings available in the market 
is the hidden, unregulated investment schemes segment. These schemes claim to offer significant, 
outsized returns with low risk, but in actuality are high risk, with ill-informed investors standing to lose 
everything from their investment. Examples of such schemes include loan sharks, gold bar trading, and 
forex bucket shops that are highly risky and usually fraudulent. As seen in other countries such as China, 
these schemes pose a systemic threat to the economy if not treated quickly and effectively. 

Equity Fund Performance in Malaysia 
(% of Fund Population, Annualised, 2010-2014) 

Source: Bloomberg, Securities Commission 
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Capital Outflow 

Due to the lack of compelling options in Malaysia, aside from investing in property or in unregulated 
schemes, the Malaysian consumer, particularly the high net worth and mass affluent segments, look 
overseas to access superior investments. As a result, capital is flowing out of the Malaysian economy in 
favour of its neighbouring countries. Capgemini suggests that the high net worth individuals (HNWI) 
segment has at least 40% of their net worth parked overseas, with a material portion of this placed with 
private banks. Singapore and Hong Kong are the preferred destinations as these countries have 
successfully positioned themselves as the financial hubs of the region, offering robust financial systems 
and global access to a range of investment options. As the Malaysian HNWI and mass affluent segments 
grow (the Malaysian HNWI segment has grown at a rate of 12% from 2011 to 2013, and is expected to 
maintain this growth rate), it is likely that more and more capital will be directed offshore, potentially 
resulting in a structural deterioration in the domestic financial sector (together with corresponding 
negative implications in other areas of the Malaysian economy). 
 

 

Issue 3: Absence of Quality Talent 
Situation 

As a consequence of the current state of the industry, quality talent within the asset management industry 
is reducing. The main causes for this decline are as follows: 
 
Lack of Learning Opportunity 

Plain vanilla and uncompelling strategies are resulting in high calibre overseas talent to remain abroad 
due to better work experience. Malaysians who study overseas and graduate, are increasingly opting to 
work in cities such as Singapore, Hong Kong or London as they provide them with better work 
experience and a better learning ground. More often than not, these graduates choose to remain overseas 
long after they graduate. 
 
Additionally, local strong performing talent are either moving abroad to advance their investment careers, 
or are opting for more entrepreneurial careers in other industries such as Tech or Food & Beverages. 
Due to the current situation, financial services is not the main profession of choice for high performing 
talent, a stark contrast to the developed countries. 
 
Low Wages 

As depicted in the charts below, the Malaysian asset management industry does not remunerate 
investment managers well in comparison to other parts of the asset management business, and compared 

Malaysia HNWIs Statistics 
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to overseas. As a result of an oligopolistic market, incumbents place more value in distributers of their 
investment products, leading to sales agents being rewarded more so than investment specialists. Further, 
because of the highly regulated environment, compliance costs are high, leaving little left of the 
bank’s/insurance company’s revenue to reward the investment managers.  
 

 
Bureaucratic / Hierarchical Working Environment 

The main players in the industry are the banks and insurance companies. Due to the diverse business 
lines and the size of these entities, these institutions are highly bureaucratic and often times hierarchical, 
resulting in minimal opportunity to implement new strategies quickly, an inability to react speedily to 
new information, and minimal prospects of moving up the ranks quickly and initiate change. 
 

Consequences 

As more and more quality talent leave the industry in favour of other industries or in other countries, the 
nation’s asset management industry will be uncompetitive globally, with local funds unable to outperform 
or even keep pace with their international counterparts. This has significant implications for the industry 
over the long term, with the industry likely to experience structural deterioration and eventual extinction 
if not remediated. 
 

Solution: Multi-tier Licensing to Reduce Entry Barriers 
To improve the current situation, innovation and competition must be introduced. Barriers to entry need 
to be lowered to allow smaller entities to operate, as opposed to continual reliance on the large 
institutions to grow the industry. Currently, entry barriers are high as there is only one tier of licensing 
to operate a funds management business, the application and maintenance of which requires onerous 
initial and ongoing compliance costs. To highlight a few, the Capital Markets Services License (CMSL) 
currently requires fund management companies to have: 
 

1. a minimum paid-up capital and Shareholders’ Funds of RM2 million to be maintained at all 
times; 
 

2. at least 2 shareholders of the fund management company holding a combined shareholding of at 
least 51% are required to have a minimum of 10 years of relevant capital market experience at all 
times; and 
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3. at least 1 of the 2 shareholders stated above is required to have at least 5 years of direct funds 
management experience at all times. 

 
These requirements make it challenging for boutique fund managers to enter the Malaysian market, and 
just as taxing to continue operating in a sustainable manner over the long term.  
 
The licensing regime differs greatly in other, more advanced countries such as the US and Singapore, 
where a multi-tiered licensing system exists in which different licensing requirements apply to different 
fund management companies depending on various factors such as the complexities of investments being 
managed (e.g. equities, debt, derivatives, commodities trading), and the investor segment that the 
company is offering services to (e.g. institutions, HNWIs, retail investors). The result is a vibrant asset 
management industry with strong breadth and depth of services and products offered, market leading 
investment ideas and structures, high consumer satisfaction and a hotbed of thoroughbred investment 
managers. The authors believe that the introduction of a multi-tier licensing structure in Malaysia to 
allow smaller, boutique fund managers (“hedge funds”) to enter the industry will deliver a number of 
benefits for the nation’s asset management industry, including: 
 

Increase in Financial Innovation 

As demonstrated by leading finance hubs around the world, allowing the boutique, more nimble hedge 
funds to enter the industry will encourage all fund management companies to develop innovative 
solutions for the Malaysian investor. As these hedge funds will need to compete with the larger, more 
established powerhouses for AUM, they will naturally strive to differentiate themselves and offer 
solutions not currently available in the market to gain market share. Given the need to differentiate in an 
industry that is already largely controlled by the big institutions – particularly in terms of product quality, 
service levels and pricing structures – these newly established hedge funds are likely to be managed by a 
team of highly intelligent and entrepreneurial personnel in order to compete. This, coupled with a more 
flexible and less bureaucratic organizational structure, should result in this new segment giving the 
incumbents a run for their money and disrupt the status quo.  
 
The introduction of hedge funds is expected to create a cascading effect on the entire industry. As this 
new segment begins to shake the industry, established players will react accordingly, reducing their fees 
and/or improving their performance. As incumbents can only reduce fees so much before it becomes 
unprofitable, incumbents will have little alternative but to deliver better performance results, either via 
increased returns or reduced risk levels (or both). This can only be done by developing new investment 
strategies and analysis, and by grooming talented investment professionals to run their investment funds, 
resulting in a net gain for the Malaysian investor overall. 
 

Growth of AUM through the Middle Class1 

The introduction of hedge funds will attract middle class investors back into the industry. As noted 
earlier, one of the key reasons that Malaysian consumers choose to invest in property investments or in 
unregulated schemes is due to the lack of strong performing funds. As hedge funds demonstrate their 
ability to produce superior performance, it is likely for this class of investors to rethink their investment 
strategy and redirect their savings (at least in part) from highly speculative, credit-fuelled property 
investments and/or high risk and often illegal unregulated schemes to these high performing hedge funds. 
Further, hedge funds tend to offer greater alignment of interests with the investor, in that they are often 
employee-owned with senior executives often having significant capital in the fund, and with 
performance-based fee structures that incentivize the investment managers to produce strong 

                                                
1 The authors define middle class as HNWI and mass affluent segments (i.e. no retail investors). 
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performance, features of which the middle class (and investors generally) will feel comfortable with and 
appreciate.  
 
Additionally, the introduction of hedge funds will result in less capital outflows. As the breadth of 
investment options increases and as the quality of investment managers becomes more compelling 
locally, there is less need to look offshore for access to strong performing investment funds. With local 
hedge funds able to produce the same level of quality (or better) as international peers, the middle class 
will likely opt to keep their savings in Malaysia. 
 

Growth of AUM through Institutions 

As it stands today, many global institutions including the likes of sovereign wealth funds and pension 
funds invest in non-Malaysia based investment managers. As discussed above, this is mainly a result of 
the unattractive investment strategies and average quality investment managers in the Malaysian asset 
management industry. By introducing this new segment in Malaysia, top performing funds will be 
created, and over time as these funds gain recognition from the investor public, global institutions will 
eventually revisit and invest in Malaysian hedge funds, growing the local industry’s AUM in the process.  
 
Further, the entry of local hedge funds negate the need for Malaysian institutions such as the Employees 
Provident Fund (“EPF”) to invest in non-Malaysian investment managers. As local hedge funds develop 
capabilities to offer global investment strategies, there is less need for GLICs, with mandates to outsource 
funds to external global-investing managers, to allocate capital to non-Malaysian entities. In doing so, 
AUM is kept in and revenues are generated by Malaysian entities, contributing directly to the Malaysian 
GDP. 
 

Malaysia as the Asset Management Hub of South East Asia 

Established asset management hubs such as Singapore and Hong Kong offer the full suite of financial 
services, from banks and brokerage houses to specialist fund administrators and fund auditors. While 
Malaysia offers comprehensive banking solutions, it has yet to offer full scale services that global fund 
houses require, such as prime brokers with access to global markets at a reasonable cost, or specialist 
fund administrators with the capabilities to administer sophisticated investment operations. As most 
investment managers base their Asian operations out of Singapore or Hong Kong, these global service 
providers tend to follow suit, choosing to be based where their clients are. In fact, many Hong Kong 
based service providers are now expanding their Asian operations to Singapore as more and more fund 
houses set up shop in Singapore.  
 
In Malaysia’s bid to become the asset management hub of South East Asia, initiatives need to be taken 
to attract global fund houses to choose Malaysia over Singapore. Creating a multi-tier licensing regime 
will lower the entry barriers for local and international fund houses alike. As more fund houses establish 
their operations in Malaysia and the level of sophistication increases, global service providers will 
eventually follow to meet demand. Over time, this should position Malaysia to better compete with 
Singapore in becoming the South East Asian hub for these global service providers and fund houses, 
enabling the nation to offer a comprehensive suite of financial products and services. 
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Conclusion 
The introduction of hedge funds will spark much needed innovation within the Malaysian asset 
management industry. As more hedge funds establish and as more international fund houses choose 
Malaysia to conduct business, competition will increase, resulting in higher performance and lower fees 
– a net gain for the Malaysian consumer. The near term benefits are clear – speculative activity in the 
property and unregulated investment schemes market will reduce, as will capital outflows. The long term 
benefits are just as evident and perhaps more exciting. By allowing boutique hedge funds to operate on 
a more restricted license, a vibrant financial services industry will emerge, leading to AUM increases, an 
increase in high value-add employment and corresponding long term, sustainable economic growth, 
ultimately supporting the nation’s ambitions of becoming a high income economy. 
 

Next Steps 
To introduce the hedge fund market to Malaysia, the following initiatives are proposed: 
 

1. Determine the regulatory, compliance and operational requirements for hedge funds to obtain a 
restricted funds management license in Malaysia, including (lower) minimum equity base 
requirements, minimum compliance standards and headcount; 
 

2. Determine the type of investors (e.g. sophisticated investors) that are eligible to invest in hedge 
funds and how they are defined (e.g. asset test, income test); and 
 

3. Develop a framework to monitor hedge funds’ ongoing operations (e.g. ensure hedge funds are 
adequately capitalised, proper internal controls are in place, marketing efforts follow regulatory 
guidelines). 

 
The points discussed above serve as a starting point. To ensure proper decisions and direction are provided 
throughout the implementation of the initiatives proposed above, a steering committee may be formed to facilitate 
the process. The authors express their commitment to the introduction and development of the hedge fund market, 
and express their willingness to be a part of such a committee.  
 

Disclaimer 
The views expressed in this paper are those of Messrs. Aaron J. Yew and Devan L. Rajadurai, Directors 
of Malayan Traders Capital Absolute Return Fund (“MTC”). The information contained in this paper 
should not be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell a security or an investment fund. Views 
expressed are subject to change as market and economic conditions dictate. This paper is not an 
invitation to subscribe for any fund, account or investment vehicle. 
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